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SUMMARY

Scope:

To follow steam generator (S/G), recovery from a tube leak forced plant outage
by observing eddy current (EC), inspection activities and steam generator tube
analysis. Also to assess the licensee's EC program and related corrective
measures taken to assure S/G tube integrity before returning to power. .

Results:

The inspectors identified programatic weaknesses which included (a) lack of
conservatism in the EC analysis guidelines (b) no administrative control to
addre;s the manner in which information on pluggable tubes is conveyed from the
ISI group to the Maintenance Engineering group responsible for tube
disposition, (c) no administration controls to address the Maintenance
Engineering group's role and authority it, determining which tubes get plugged.
A notice of violation (NOV), was issued fqr violating lechnical Specification
(TS) requirements 4.4.5.3 and 4.4.5.4 in that tube R47-C46 was returned to
service with a defect that exceeded T.S. limits, 50 3G/92-05-01 "S/G tube
R47-C46 Returned to Service with Defect that Exceeded TS Linits, (paragraph 2).
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The licensee showed considerable engineering strength as evidence by the
concerted ef fort to initicle end conduct a very comprehensivt ins pec tio'1
and analysis of S/G tubes in order to assure tube integrity and plant safety.
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REPORT DETAILS
,

,

1.- Persons Co'tacted
e

-Licensee Employees

J.:Baumann,-Supervisor Level Ill Eddy Current. Examiner- *

F. Bulgin, Technical. Set ,1ces, NDE . Supervisor
.

10. B. Cheezem..Manacer Inservice Inspection, QA
G.-Gilbert, Safety Assurance Manager

*S. Hendrix, Engineering Supervisor
*P. lierran, Manager Engineering
*T. McConnell, Station Manager
*T. McMeekin :Vice President. McGuire Nuclear Station .

*B. : Lowery,-Maintenance' Engineer, Steam Generators General Of fices -

,

*0. Mayers, Maintenance' Engineer, Steam Generators General Offices
*K. Hullen, Compliance Associate Engineer
R. Sheffield, Lovel II Examiner NDE
B. Travis,: Manager,_ Components

Other : licensee employees -contacted during this inspection included
technical support, QA, and administrative personnel. <.

Other Organi7ations -

Westinghouse Electric' Corporation (W) -

'

-Dr, W.' R. -Junker, fellow Scientist 7,aterial Reliability-

n .

: Electric Power Research Institute-(EPRI)
S.- Brown, Eddy Current Testing Consultant

NRC_ Resident inspectors-
,

n 1*K. VanDoorn, Senior Resident Inspector-.

1, T.: Cooper, Residentilnspector-

g.u
L * Attended-exit interview
L

| 2. - ; Recovery from S/G "D" tube leak, (Unit 1) (73753)
,

By review of. licensee reports and'through discussions with site-management
, the-inspector ascertained that Unit-1 restarted operations, following the
L seventh; refueling outage, on December 12, 1991. On January 6,1992 plant

~

-

monitors / chemistry determined' a - two gallon per day;(gpd), . leak in S/G "0".I-
~

I' :The leak ratefincreased to 8 gpd on January 13 and remained constant until
January.16,|when it increased tci about 235 gpd. At that time the licensee
shut down the plant to investigate the problem.
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-The' licensee's investigation of S/G "D" , disclosed that two tubes were
leaking. The major source'of the leak, was found en the cold leg side of this
S/G in Ltube R47.C46 about five inches above the 20th tube support plate ,

(tsp), The other leaking tube (R36-C30), was found en the hot leg side of '

-this-S/G. The leak in this tube enanated from-one of the two welds (top), +

used to bond a previously installed sleeve to the tube, and was measured
at about two drops / minute; this rate remained constant when pressure was
increased . to 575 psi, This tube was investigated / evaluated and
subsequently removed from service.

- a. -Historical Background on R47-C46 Tube

By revicu of previous eddy current data and through discussions with .

cognizant licensee persorrel, the inspectors ascertained the following:

The March 1939 EC examination with bobbin probe showed no evidence of
^

"
.

an indication in the area of interest - freespan region between

TSP (s).20 and 19.

During the L 1990 refueling outage a similar examination shcwed no
evidence of a defect in this area. It sheuld be noted that a closer
review of the bobbin data by the W consultant disclosed the presence
of a possible indication seen on "the 35 KHz absolute channel . The
consultant suggested that this could have been a " precursor" that may
have-been caused by;a ferromagnetic deposit on the tube surface or a
ferromaanetic region in the tube. In addition, the consultant noted
-that the above mentioned signal could be due to random noise.

- During the last refueling outage in September of 1991, the- subject"

tube was again examined by bobbin coil and the results analyzed under
site approved EC and Analysis Guidelines, Revision 1, July 10,1991, ,

" Main Guidelines". A review of the analysis records dated October 1
1991 showed that, an indication was identified' in the area of

,

. interest, that it was analyzed by a-primary and a secondary analyst|

! with_ differing interpretations. The primary analyst interpreted the
! EC signal as a manufacturer's _ burnish _ mark (MBM) with high

signal-to-noise ratio and a voltage amplitude of 1,7 volts. The -

: secondary analyst interpreted -the same signal as an 857 through wall
indication (crack), with a voltage amplitude of 1.7 volts. It is the~
inspector's- urderstanding that-the lead-analyst reviewed the data and-

characterized the indication as an MBM with a high signal-to-noise
ratio. The plant returned to power on or- about December 12, 1991 and
continueduto operate for approximately three weeks when the initial
evidence of a possible tube leak in_ S/G "D" was detected.

L b. Corrective Action
L

L On1 January 27, 1992, at the McGuire site the inspectcr ret with
' technical personnel to discuss plant status, plans for corrective

action and observe related activities. Some of the major elements
relative to these activities were as follows:

_ . _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . . _ _ . . . . _ , .___ _ ._, _ . _ _ _ _ ,
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The- licensee had identified,- by data review, approximately
seventy- seven (77), tubes with bobbin indications, ,

(FEM / signal _-to-noise) similar to tube R47-C46, and was taking,.

the = conservative approach to remove them from service. These - !"

tubes were located in all-four steam generators.

Perform a video scan inside the subject tube to observe crack
morphology, i

Inspect approxirmtely 63 . - t ubes around the vicinity of the-"

subject tube for information purposes.

Examine with RPC, all tebbin coil indications, in S/G "D"..*

identified as MBM(s) and freespan degradation.

* Tubes that were not carrarked for plugging, including thest ;
'exhibiting anti-vibration wear, preheater wear, tube-sheet below

f* end' freespan indications confirned with RPC to be within-

acceptable limits.

*- Re-examine with RPC the entire length on the cold leg side of
R47-C46 to look for other crack like indications.

Conduct ultrasonic examination to determine , size and crack
length in R47-C46

Following the aforenientioned RPC examination on tube R47-CC, the
licensee inferned the inspector that three additional axial cracks

-were found in the freespan region.between the 14th and 15th TSP (s) of
this . tube. - The more pronounced of the three cracks- was - about 1 to
1.5 inches long and was analyzed as being 60% through wall .with a
voltage amplitude of approximately _0.46 volts. The other two cracks
were analyzed as being about 20 to 30% through wall. A review of
-historical data, disclosed no evidence of indication during the 1990
cutage EC examination. A breakdown of the historicc1 data is as~
follows:

1990 1991 1992 ,

' ' - ~ ~

No. 1
- At 14th Nothing observed Small signal observed, Analysis of RPC
TSP,-5.20" by bobbin probe in analyzed as an MBM and data acquired

this area dispositioned as a no follching shut-
detectable defect (NDD) down shows a

60% through
wall crack with
0.46 volts,

,

e
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--1990 -1991 1992

'No. 2' .

Emall signal
_

Analysis of RPC

- '

.

At 14th _Nothing observed .

-

TSP,-4.7F" by bobbin probe observed, ditpositioned data acquired
in this area as NDD following shut- . i-

down:shows
crack 40%- .

through wall

No. 3 _ __

At 14th Nothing observed Nothing observed L'eck crack like i

TSP-Hear by bobbin. probe by bobbin probe- signal 40%
#2 crack through well

As a result of these findings licensee management and technical staff
met and. decided on a significant revision to the initial inspection
plan _ discussed etriier in this report. The revised inspection plan
was asLfollows:-

Develop revised, conservative criteria for analyzing bobbin coil*

data _ including; (a) report all indications of degradation
- reaardless of depth and with no minimum voltage threshold. -

'(b) research and report any positive crack-like responses
- displayed on the 100 Mhz absolute vertical strip chert, 1

- (c) report:anyfindication on the differentialLchannel shown and
confirmed in the cefect-plane, (d) delete charecterization code a
"MSM" and the 5 to 1 signal to noise criterion.

Train and oualify by test all analysts on the new criteria."

Review all 1991 refueling outage bobbin coil probe data using
the new criteria.

' Alco in order to prevent overplugging, the licensee established the
following methodology _ to further screen indications identified in the
-above process:

*' Reanalyze all S/G "D" 1991 bobbin coil probe data.

All indications, identified f rom :the bobbin coil prcbe data in c

S/G "0" to be 100 percent EC tested with the MRPC. Analysis of.

this data and existino bobbin coil data to be done by' recognized'
inhouse and/or industry technical experts. Use this detail-

c analysis to validate one of the following processes to determine
the tubes to be removed from service.

l_'

(1) MRPC test all ir.dications called fra the bebbin coil . reanalysis
~

that can not be resolved by detailed 3xpert review,
i

j (2) Perform a historicel review of past bobbin coil data to identify
any _indicatiors that have changed over tire.!

|
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Tubes with t .pect indications from this process are to be*

plugged or MRPC tesied to determined if the tube can ren.ain
in service.

use process 1 or 2, above or a conbination of the two, to'

enclyte the tubes in the remaining three S/G(s) in Unit 1,
to effectively remove all suspect tubes from service,

in addition to the above, the 1icensee selected, at rendon, 13 tubes
made from the heat of raterial (#3838), used to produce ttbe 47-46
end 12 tubes from the same heat of material (f3835) used to produce
tube 18-25 in S/G "B", which leat ed in 1989. -

These 25 tunes were examined extensively with botbin coil over their
full length and with t'PFC over the entire length of the cold leg.
This examination was perf ornied to deterrine whether a correlatier
could be esteblished between heat of material and the subject
failures, following a thorough and complete analysis of historical
and current data by technical experts, it was determined that no
correlation could be established on the basis of heat of taaterial.

At this point, it should be r:cted that a reanalysis under the revised
guidelines showed that the depth of the enjor indication between the
14th and 15th TSP (s) was 85 percent through wall rather than the
60 percent through wall depth reported earlier. Results of an
ultrasonic enninntion of the crack at the 20th TSP showed the axial
crack extended over a length of about 3.5 inches, while the actual
through wall length was about .25 inches. A better ossessnent of
this fai'ure will be made when the tube is pulled during the next
refuelire cutace.

-

On January 31, 1992, the inspector met with licensee raracement
erd provided them with an overview of observations, concerns and
findings. During the course of this meeting, the inspector inforr:cd
the licensee that a potential lechnical Specifications violation hed
been identified in that a defective tube was placed in service. More
specificaily technical specifications 4.4.5.3, and 4.i.5.4 require that
steem generator tubes with wall degradatien equal to or greater than
40 percent of nominal wall thickness be taken out of service.

Contrary to the eteve, on October 1,1991, tube R47-C46 in steam
generator (S/G) D, was examined and analyzed as having a potential
defect of approximately 85 percent through wall depth, but was
returned to service on Decerber 12, 1991. While in service the
subjr~ tube developed a through wall leal. and caused the plant to
shutown on January 16, 1992

In addition to this violation the inspector expressed concern over
the lack of guidelines, or a written precedure, to address the
transfer of information on tubes flacced for plugging from ISI to
liaintenance Engineerino, who is in charge of tube disposition. The

_ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ___ -_
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inspector stated that this whole area would be revisited upon his
return to the site on the following week, february 4,1992.

On February 4,1992, Messrs C. Dodd and K. Karmki accon:panied the
inspector to the site in order to observe spccit ic areas of technical
interest and analytical asp (cts / criteria of the inspection. These
areas included review of historical and current data, review of Main
Guidelines and revised criteria cnd discussions of examination findings
with technical experts responsible for final review of MRPC results.
Upon completion of this work effort, Mr. Dodd trade several recorren-
dations to the licercce which included the following:

.

EC data fren other Duke planis should be reviewed for possible
crack 1 Re indications which may have been categorized as M8M(s)
and/or signal to noise ratio responses.

The 'etet three coil pancake probe should be used for this"

'inspection since it does a better jcb at distinguishing between
uial cracks and other type of degredation.

A fornal written procedure shoulc be developed for the MRPC to*

determine which tut'es have cracks.

Develop a fonnalized procedure for plugging so that defective
tubes do not get lef t off the plugging list.

Sone consideration should be given tewards the reduction of*

workdcy hours from the present 12 hour shift. These extended
workdays could lead to fatigue-related errors by analysts.

A probe wear standard should be developed and automaticelly
applied during the inspect. ion to guard ogainst probe vcbble,
believed to be present in some of the earlier scans.

Because of the ap,arent rapid crack growth rate phenomenon"

observed in tube 47-46, a reduced operating cycle on the order
of six months would be prudent.

The reanalysis work effort in S/G "0" resulted in the identification
cf apprcximately 285 tubes with a total of about 360 indications
requiring further examination with the MRPC probe. The licensee's
plan was to examire each tube from the site of the indication up to
the nearest landriark structure, i.e. , tube support plate. This

'

examination was still in progress et the completion of this
inspection. However, threugh d#scussions with cognizant personnel
the inspectcr ascertained that cut of thc Tf5 tubes, 220 had been
examired and analyzed by analysts anc about 50 by the technical
experts. Cat cf these, nc creti like indications hat' Lcer identified.

Follcrf rg corpietion of this inspection on Fet ruary 6, 1992, the

licensee inferred Region II by telephcre that 31 tubes had tecr

- _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ -
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plugged in S/G "D". The licensee also stated that approximately 300
tubes had been identified for I;RPC in each of the remaining three
S/G(s) and, that as a result of this test approximately 30 tubes were
plugced in cach of the remaining three steam generetors,

in conclusion, this insyction has disclosed several exarples of
progrartnatic weaknesses and a failure to follow procedures which
resulted in the Technical Specifications violation ucussed earlier.
These exarples include the following:

McGuire Unit 1 Guidelines Rev. I lacked conservatism in allowing'

indications representing through-wall degradation with
signal-to-noise ratio less than or equal to five (5) to be
identified in terras of flaw type and not to require determination
crd dccumentation of through-wall crack depth. Consequently
du axial Crack equal to approximately 85 percent through wali was
docuccnted as a manuf acturer's burnish rark which eventually
resulted in a ieaky tube.

E'idy Current resolution analysts (primary and secondary) and the
Level 111 examiner, responsible for administering the oro.1 ram,
showed a leck of sensitivity in view of an obvious and serious
problem, in that they failed to request additienal testing on
tube 47-46, when the secondary analyst's interpretation of the
signal indicated a real pcssibility of an 85 percent
through-wall indication (crack). Furthermorc the inspector
ascertair.cd that l'cintenance Engineering requested additional
testing (MRPC), of the area in question in order to help
determine the disposition of this tube. The inspector
understands that althcuch the examination (MRPC) was performed,
the resulted were not relayed back to the interested party.
This resulted in a defective tube being returred to service in
violation of TS requirements. ,

Through discussicos with cegni7 ant personnel, the inspector*

ascertained that there are no administrative control; to address

the manner in which information en pluggable tubes is cora syed
from the ISI croup to the Maintenance Engineering group
responsible for tube disposition, in addition, the inspector
esccrtained that there are no administrative controls co address
the Maintenance Engineering group's role and authority in
determining which tubes do or do not cet plugged.

In response to these concerns, the 1icensee indicated that their
Hunan Factor'; group was revirvina this whole issue. Exceot for the
violet 10n discussed earlier in this report oc ether violations or
deviations were identified.

-
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3. , Eddy Current inspection.of Unit 2 S/G Tubes

The-:EC examination of S/G tubes in Unit 2 was in progress in parallel with
the Unit l' reanalysis effort. The licensee used the same screening
processuto: identify axial crack indications in the freespan iegions of
these generators.

Following:the end of this insp'ction the licansee reported finding three
'

tubes with tight crects similar to those in tube 47-46. The cracks were
located on the cold leg side of S/G "C" and ir, the same relative location

as-those in S/G "D" of Unit 1. Specific information about these tubes are
as follows:

Tube Location TWO
TSP i

R18 - C10 21 .09" 58%

R5 - C29. 21 - 1.2" distorted indir.ation in dent region

R18 - C5- 21 - 1.7" 92%
5

The ~1icensee indicated these tubes were removed from service and will
undergo failure analysis.

Within the creas inspected no violations or deviations were identified.

:4. - Licensee Action on Previously Inspection findings

-(Closed) Inspector Fcilowup Item 91-26-01, Reshooting Radiographs to
Verify Full Coverage of Areas of Interest

This iten avas identified because ISI. radiographs on certain nainsteam
welds were shot in a manner that precluded the inspector from verifying
complete coverage of. the area of interest. To resolve. the issue - the i

licensee reexamined the' welds ultrasonically. Th. inspector's review of
the: records showed the code-required, weld volume und adjacent material !

were of sound quality. Therefore the item was closed.
'

5.- Exit Interview

The inspection scope and results were summarized on February 6, 1992, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The inspector described-the
areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection results listed
below.. .-No dissenting cornents were received from the licensee.
Proprietary-information is not' contained in this report.

(0 pen.) Notice of Violation, No. 50-369/92-05 01, S/G Tube R47-C46 Returned
to Service with Defect that Exceeded TS Limits, paragraph 2.

;
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